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Letter 753
Max Headroom
Part 1 of 4
Just What Is A Seer?
2019-02-26
Dear Jesus,
Friday, 15 February 2019, 12 Noon.
Earlier today I had an email exchange with a new friend (CB59), in which I observed that he
is a Seer. One of his comments prompted me to remember a Scripture which gives a
deOinition of the word “Seer”. That in turn gave rise to this series of Letters.
The Book of Isaiah Chapter 29 tells how Yahweh is excoriating the City of Ariel in Israel for
its disobedience. In verse 10, there is a description of one of the judgments against Ariel,
which includes two revelatory deOinition of terms. Here is the verse:
For the Lord has poured out on you
The spirit of deep sleep,
And has closed your eyes, namely, the prophets;
And He has covered your heads, namely, the seers.
Isaiah 29:10
Here we learn that the Lord deOines the Prophets as being the Eyes of the City, and the
Seers as being Heads of the City. The verse above also further deOines a Seer as being a
sub-set of the Head. Therefore, the term “Seer” itself has much less to do with political
rulership, and much more to do with PERCEPTION and INFORMATION and DATA
GATHERING.
The purpose then of this Letter is to identify just what a Seer is. Let us now turn our
attention to how many senses a Seer has, by looking at a human head.
1. SKIN: senses
a. touch
b. pressure
c. temperature
d. wind-speed.
2. EYES: sense the visible light spectrum, and discerns short, intermediate, and long range
aspects.
3. EARS: sense the audible sound spectrum, and discern pleasantness from unpleasantness.
The hidden (inner) ear senses equilibrium, atmospheric pressure, and gravitational
orientation.
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4. MOUTH: senses
a. texture
b. taste
c. temperature
and discerns pleasantness from unpleasantness.
5. NOSE: senses the olfactory spectrum, and discerns pleasantness from unpleasantness.
According to the Lord Holy Spirit, the spirit-man possesses the same attributes which sense
similar stimuli in spirit-space, as does the physical man in earth-space. I will now both
reference and cite my own Testimony in which my spirit-man experienced these similar
sensations.
SKIN - a. touch; and d. wind speed. See Letter(s) 29a, 328.
“The air Olowed from underneath the Trailer around me with exceeding great force”
“…like liquid foam that form-Oitted every unique surface that makes me, me.”
EYES - See Letter(s) 08, 09f, 10a, 38 - plus all other Dreams and Visions in Volume 0.
“I could see that everything was clean and in order.”
“I saw up ahead the end of the canal,”
“and just beyond that we could see an American unit dug in.”
“He showed me a job application form with large letters superimposed across the front,”
EARS - See Letter(s) 172, 313a, 470.
“…the last phrase spoken to me by a man…”,
“She Oinished her sentence with two words that were laced with the most powerful form of
Olattery I have experienced to date.”
“He came up to my left side, … , and while giving me a Fatherly hug said these words,
spoken with much kindness and joy:”
MOUTH - See Letter(s) 286, 549.
“Angel Gabe’s” really good “coffee recipe…”
“The Cursed Coffee Blend”
NOSE - See Letter(s) 649, 746.
“…, I smelled an odor that I had not smelled in over thirty years.”
“This Movie Smells of SOG”
As we can see from the evidence given, a Seer has, at a minimum, the same senses which
correspond to that of a human head. Other evidence is available which speak of the rest of
the Body, but these facts are presented in order to help clarify what the Gift of Seer really is.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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